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Summary

Securities backed by bank loans
provide a stable, diversified and
attractive income – up to 14% –
alternative.

Regulatory Capital:
Long-Term, Stable Income
Investors seeking alternative sources of income and
a lower correlation to uncertain public markets may
consider bank loans.

Additionally, these securities’
floating-rate nature can help
mitigate interest rate and
inflation risk.

More stringent bank regulation following the 2007-08 Global Financial Crisis (GFC)
requires banks to increase their capital buffers. To free-up capital – and therefore
be able to lend more – banks in Europe and North America have partnered with
strategic investors to share risk, creating an asset class previously not available to
most investors: through a Regulatory Capital (or RegCap) structure, investors now
have the opportunity to access the bank loan universe, which typically provides
high-quality, stable income from a diversified pool of borrowers.

A wide range of the bank loan
universe has been traditionally
not available to investors.

Apart from corporate loans to large, small and medium-sized companies, banks’
books also include trade receivables, auto loans, mortgages, housing, farming and
infrastructure projects.

Investors may now access the
asset class through a Regulatory
Capital structure: banks share
some of their loan risk and, in
exchange, provide investors with
stable income.

As seen in Figure 1, the RegCap mechanism is simple: banks share loan risk by
selling debt securities backed by a pool of their core, high-quality loans. Banks
keep the most senior tranches of those loan packages (created through a
securitisation process). Investors buy the higher-yielding, more junior tranches of
those high-quality loan packages in exchange of regular coupon income. If the
loan defaults, investors at the bottom of the capital structure will absorb the first
losses. Bank loans, however, have a lower average default rate than publicly
traded corporate bonds (more detail in p3).

By sharing risk, banks and
investors’ interest are aligned.
Bank loans traditionally have a
lower default rate than High
Yield bonds. Default is the
strategy’s primary risk.

Figure 1: RegCap: Banks and investors swap credit risk for regular coupons

Selection, quality and
diversification help mitigate risk.
2007-08 Financial Crisis

Tougher regulation on banks

RegCap’s main benefits include:
1 Stable income
Banks need bigger capital buffers; reduce risk

2 High quality collateral
3 Floating-rate

Banks share risk with investors

4 Low volatility
5 Low correlation
6 Diversification

Bank Pays Coupon
Banks share loan risk by selling securities
linked to their loans to investors

Investors Buy Debt
Investors receive a quarterly coupon
for buying the debt securities

Source: CQS
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The structure, also known as Credit Risk Sharing, works for both sides because
their interests are aligned: by keeping loan risk, or having skin in the game, banks
keep the loans on their balance sheet and continue to manage the customer
relationship. To mitigate the risk of loan defaults, banks monitor a borrower more
closely and also have dedicated workout units that may help, extend or restructure
a loan in order to prevent default.
The Regulatory Capital structure is then designed to provide the following benefits:

Benefits for investors:
1.

RegCap typically provides quarterly coupons of between 8%-14% per annum,
depending on the geography and subsector. Apart from compensation for the risk
taken, investors also receive an illiquidity premium, as bank loans typically have a long
duration. Combined, and as seen in Figure 2, the asset class provides a high income
level relative to mainstream asset classes.

Figure 2: RegCap provides high, regular income
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Source: CQS as 31 October 2022 * EU Loans data as at 30 September 2022.

2.

Senior, high-quality collateral

Bank loans tend to be backed by senior, high-quality collateral, leading to superior
recoveries in case of defaults. For example, during the 2007-08 Financial Crisis,
Moody’s corporate losses were in excess of 3%, whereas European Bank Loan
charge-offs peaked at around 1%.
Among the pool of loans offered by banks, only the better loans are normally included
in Regulatory Capital deals. RegCap transactions consist of 100% performing loans at
origination (predominantly secured on assets), providing dependable collateral for
investors. Also, and because of the alignment of interests between banks and
investors, the loans in RegCap deals have gone through a rigorous due diligence and
underwriting process, and they are also subject to ongoing risk monitoring throughout
the life cycle of the loan.
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In general, the loans underlying RegCap deals have an equivalent credit rating of BBB(the lowest Investment Grade ranking) or BB+ (the highest non-Investment Grade
category). In Europe, underlying RegCap loans are typically from European-based,
Investment Grade-rated borrowers. This, for example, helped the asset class
outperform High Yield and the broad European bank indices during the COVID-19
crisis in 2020/21.

RegCap loans have
consistently exhibited low
default rates

Figure 3 shows that underlying RegCap loans have consistently exhibited low default
rates.

Figure 3: RegCap: lower default rate
(Realised annual default rate and observed annual default rate on a similar but
broader portfolio of the bank).
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Source: EBA: Report on STS Framework for Synthetic securitisation (6 May 2020).

3.

Floating-rate

Most bank loans have a floating-rate nature, which mitigates interest rate risk – a timely
attribute in the present rate-rising environment.
4.

Low volatility

Regular high and stable income throughout the market cycle substantially reduces the
volatility of the asset class.
5.

Low correlation to major asset classes

The regular and diversified cash flow stream makes RegCap low correlated to volatile
public markets.
6.

Diversification

Some investors add a RegCap allocation to a wider portfolio in order to increase
diversification and mitigate risk. Some of the assets in RegCap structures are hard to
source, as they may be originated by banks with a strong expertise or market share in
a specific sector (ie. social housing, project finance etc.). This increases the
diversification of the asset pool.
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Benefits for banks:
Free up capital

▪

By sharing risk, banks need to keep less capital, freeing resources to lend
more. Banks welcomed the RegCap structure as raising additional equity can
be expensive and dilute existing shareholders, while lending less hurts income
and market share.

Share risk
▪ Banks reduce default risk by selling the junior tranches of the RegCap structures,
while keeping the most senior, which gets paid first in case of default.
Reduce volatility
▪ By sharing risk, banks have less need to increase provisions and write-downs,
reducing earnings volatility.
Strengthen client relationships
▪ Sharing risk helps banks support their clients more, potentially extending their
relationship.

The opportunity, today
RegCap has evolved from a
niche option to a widely
adopted tool for balance
sheet optimisation

Banks issue about $12bn worth of Regulatory Capital bonds every year, and the figure
keeps climbing as more financial institutions see RegCap as an efficient solution to
improve capital ratios and lend more. RegCap has evolved from a niche option, used
by a limited number of primarily European banks, to a widely adopted tool for balance
sheet optimisation and applied by an increasing number of issuers across a widening
range of subsectors. The growing number of bank participants, consistent issuance and
the wider range of underlying subsectors provide more opportunities and greater
diversification benefits.

Figure 4: RegCap issuance: Diversified in terms of country and sectors
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Source: EBA Report on STS Framework For Synthetic Securitisation, 2021. Chart may not sum to 100 due to
rounding.
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Mitigating Risk
Like all security investments, Regulatory Capital requires specialised management to
minimise risk. In this regard, managers usually implement the following strategies:
Thorough due diligence and selection
In order to mitigate default risk, RegCap managers look at bank loans either one by
one (for disclosed pools), or as a pool – which is then analysed with statistical tools.
Managers may favour loans whose rating has been stable over a 10-year period rather
than those with an unstable rating history. For small and medium enterprises (SMEs),
where loans are packed together and sometimes the name of the company is not
disclosed, managers employ comparative analytical techniques.
Thicker tranches
While still paying attractive coupons, some tranches stretch to a wider part of the
capital structure, reducing the potential loss in yield in case of default.
Diversification
RegCap portfolios that hold loans from a variety of industries, credit ratings and
countries tend to be more resilient. Managers also favour sectors in which the bank has
a strong market share and long-standing strategic relationships with customers.
Quality
The present uncertain environment, with high inflation and rising interest rates, may
lead to a rise in defaults. To minimise default risk, RegCap managers may be more
cautious and choose top-quality assets. In real estate deals, for instance, managers
may select transactions where the loan-to-value ratio is about 50%, giving the borrower
plenty of margin to absorb market shocks.
Bank relationships
Keeping strong, long-term relationships with banks helps access a wider choice of
hard-to-source, high-quality loan options.
Sustainability
Having ample choice increases the chances of selecting sustainable companies and
sticking to Responsible Investment guidelines. Over the past few months, there has
been more issuance in ESG-related deals coming out of European banks, given the
increasing number of underlying loans for social housing, renewable infrastructure and
green commercial real estate projects.

Conclusion
Regulatory Capital is a stable, long-term solution that provides investors with a
high income, low-volatility and time-tested alternative. These features may help
investors in the present, uncertain environment.
RegCap has been a strong source of income and stability over recent major crisis
(Global Financial Crisis 2008-2009, sovereign crisis 2012-2013, oil crisis 2016, and
more recently, Covid-19). By having a low correlation to public markets, the asset
class has acted like an income shelter through different market cycles.
For almost a decade, CQS has invested c. $1.4bn in the asset class with
consistent performance: our disciplined underwriting process has led to less than
0.1% of cumulative credit losses since 2014 (6.39bps) in the asset class. With a
rigorous and selective investment process (we reject 70% of transactions), our
scale provides the ability to drive structures, especially within bespoke bilateral
deals. Our investment process also incorporates ESG and carbon footprint
analysis, including individual borrower screening.
We believe RegCap is a long-term partnership between market-leading banks and
specialised investors, such as CQS, where banks share the risk on a selected
high-quality collateral pool and investors receive long-term, stable income.
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Important Information
This document has been issued by CQS (UK) LLP which is authorised
and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority, CQS (US), LLC
which is a registered investment adviser with the US Securities and
Exchange Commission, and/or CQS (Hong Kong) Limited, which is
authorised and regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures
Commission. The term “CQS” as used herein may include one or more
of CQS (UK) LLP, CQS (US), LLC, and CQS (Hong Kong) Limited or
any other affiliated entity. The information is intended solely for
sophisticated investors who are (a) professional investors as defined
in Article 4 of the European Directive 2011/61/EU or (b) accredited
investors (within the meaning given to such term in Regulation D under
the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended) and qualified purchasers
(within the meaning given to such term in Section 2(a)(51) of the U.S
Investment Company Act 1940, as amended). This document is not
intended for distribution to, or use by, the public or any person or entity in
any jurisdiction where such use is prohibited by law or regulation.
This document is a marketing communication prepared for general
information purposes only and has not been delivered for registration in any
jurisdiction nor has its content been reviewed by any regulatory authority in
any jurisdiction. The information contained herein does not constitute: (i) a
binding legal agreement; (ii) legal, regulatory, tax, accounting or other advice;
(iii) an offer, recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell shares or interests
in any fund or investment vehicle managed or advised by CQS (a “CQS
Fund”) or any other security, commodity, financial instrument, or derivative; or
(iv) an offer to enter into any other transaction whatsoever (each a
“Transaction”). Any decision to enter into a Transaction should be based on
your own independent investigation of the Transaction and appraisal of the
risks, benefits and appropriateness of such Transaction in light of your
circumstances. Any decision to enter into any Transaction should be based
on the terms described in the relevant offering memorandum, prospectus or
similar offering document, subscription document, key investor information
document (where applicable), and constitutional documents and/or any other
relevant document as appropriate (together, the “Offering Documents”). Any
Transaction will be subject to the terms set out in the Offering Documents
and all applicable laws and regulations. The Offering Documents supersede
this document and any information contained herein. The Offering
Documents for CQS UCITS range of funds is available here
(www.cqs.com/ucits-funds#global-convertibles) in English (US persons will
not be eligible to invest in CQS managed UCITS funds save to the extent set
out in the relevant Offering Document). A copy of CQS’ Complaints Policy,
which sets out a summary of investors’ rights, is available here
(www.cqs.com/site-services/regulatory-disclosures) in English. CQS may
terminate the arrangements for marketing or distribution of any CQS Fund at
any time.
Nothing contained herein shall give rise to a partnership, joint venture or any
fiduciary or equitable duties. The information contained herein is provided
on a non-reliance basis, not warranted as to completeness or accuracy, and
is subject to change without notice. Any information contained herein
relating to any non-affiliated third party is the sole responsibility of such third
party and has not been independently verified by CQS. The accuracy of
data from third party vendors is not guaranteed. If such information

is not accurate, some of the conclusions reached or statements made may
be adversely affected. CQS is not liable for any decisions made or action
taken by you or others based on the contents of this document and neither
CQS nor any of its directors, officers, employees or representatives accept
any liability whatsoever for any errors or omissions or any loss howsoever
arising from the use of this document.
Information contained in this document should not be viewed as
indicative of future results as past performance of any Transaction is
not indicative of future results. Any investment in a CQS Fund or any
of its affiliates involves a high degree of risk, including the risk of loss
of the entire amount invested. The value of investments can go down
as well as up. Future performance is subject to taxation which depends on
the personal situation of each investor and which may change in the future.
Investments may lead to a financial loss if no guarantee on the capital is in
place. An investment in any CQS Fund will involve a number of material
risks which include, without limitation, risks associated with adverse market
developments, currency and exchange rate risks, risk of counterparty or
issuer default, and risk of illiquidity. Any assumptions, assessments, targets
(including target returns and volatility targets), statements or other such
views expressed herein (collectively “Statements”) regarding future events
and circumstances or that are forward looking in nature constitute CQS’
subjective views or beliefs and involve inherent risk and uncertainties
beyond CQS’ control. Any indices included in this document are for
illustrative purposes only and are not representative of CQS Funds in terms
of either composition or risk (including volatility and other risk related
factors). Unless stated to the contrary CQS Funds are not managed to a
specific index.
The information contained herein is confidential and may be legally
privileged and is intended for the exclusive use of the intended recipient(s)
to which the document has been provided. In accepting receipt of the
information transmitted you agree that you and/or your affiliates, partners,
directors, officers and employees, as applicable, will keep all information
strictly confidential. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use
of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this information is prohibited. Any
distribution or reproduction of this document is not authorized and prohibited
without the express written consent of CQS, or any of its affiliates. Unless
otherwise stated to the contrary herein, CQS owns all intellectual property
rights in this document.
CQS is a founder of the Standards Board for Alternative Investments
(“SBAI”) which was formed to act as custodian of the alternative
investment managers’ industry best practice standards (the “Standards”).
By applying the Standards, managers commit to adopt the “comply or
explain” approach described in the Standards. CQS is a signatory of the
UN Principles for Responsible Investment and a supporter and participant
of certain other responsible investment related industry associations.
PRI Note:
PRI is an investor initiative in partnership with UNEP Finance and the UN
Global Compact. GMv10.
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